ABSTRACT The diversification of computing resources and the increasing complexity of resource demand from applications in terms of type, granularity, and quantity call for more efficiency in resource scheduling. To meet this challenge, this paper proposes a resource description model based on a quantized polygon. It explores the theoretical basis for the multilateral complementarity strategy (MCS), analyzes the basic mechanisms and application architecture of the MCS, and, finally, proposes the multi-dimensional quantized polygon (MQP) algorithm-a multi-dimensional resource scheduling algorithm based on multilateral complementarity (MC-MDRS algorithm). The experiments show that the multi-dimensional resource scheduling strategy based on the MQP, when implemented in an environment in which multi-dimensional (3 ≤ d ≤ 6) computing resources are provisioned, can effectively respond to the requests for various computing resources by granular services and facilitate the deployment of granular application services arriving in batches. The analysis of the experimental results indicates that the MQP algorithm outperforms other multi-dimensional resource scheduling algorithms by 2%-5% in node utilization.
I. INTRODUCTION A. MOTIVATION
In cloud computing environments, granular application services arrive in the cloud data center in batches. It is important to use a highly efficient resource scheduling strategy to effectively manage and schedule the resources in large-scale computing nodes to meet the huge volume of requests for resources, thus achieving the highest levels of performance and resource utilization (or economic benefit). Conventional resource allocation strategies focus on a single resource (e.g. CPU). In cloud computing environments, resources are diversified, encompassing computing resources (CPU), network bandwidth resources, memory resources, I/O read/write bandwidth resources, storage resources, as well as other resources like thread resources, GPU, DB and SSD.
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Application services that have different functions and application scopes have different combinations of resource needs in terms of quantity, type and performance. During application service migration and server consolidation, it is advisable to divide the application services into groups according to their resource needs combinations and then migrate each group to a suitable server. Apart from avoiding conflicts in resource use, this arrangement can give a full play to the remaining computing power of the server and thus improve the utilization of resources. Achieving this goal requires a well-designed and efficient multi-dimensional resource scheduling strategy. A multi-dimensional resource scheduling model is established in the following way: First, the resource demands of granular applications and various types of computing resources are quantized and a formal description of them is worked out. This is useful for matching the resource consumers and suppliers for effective resource allocation. Next, the performance of the scheduling VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ strategy is optimized on the basis of analyzing factors such as fairness, priority (priority levels of all resources) and criticality in resource allocation. This chapter proposes a multi-dimensional resource scheduling strategy based on multilateral complementarity. Implementing this strategy requires effective description and storage of three key types of information before resource scheduling: (1) basic information on the resource requests for various application services, and the ratios between the resources; (2) ratios between the occupied resources (quantized) at each server/computing node; (3) ratios between the remaining resources (quantized) at each server/computing node. Using the above three types of information to inform decision making during the process of resource allocation or application services scheduling can improve resource utilization and make it easier to integrate various independent application services onto a single server, which helps to meet the economic and performance requirements.
B. OUR CONTRIBUTIONS
In this paper, we propose a novel sophisticated method of resource scheduling, known as multilateral complementarity multidimensional resource scheduling, which simultaneously considers several resources of different types. It then tests the method to verify that it provides more effective utilization of processing nodes and its balance of the resource utilization. Our contributions in this paper can be summarized as follows: 1) We propose a resource description model based on a quantized polygon which is a description of the dependency relationship between resource request, occupied resources and remaining resources. 2) We explore the theoretical basis for the multilateral complementarity strategy and proposes multidimensional resource scheduling algorithms that implement different strategies for resource utilization. 3) We conduct extensive numerical simulation to evaluate and validate our method. It showed that the proposed method outperforms other multi-dimensional resource scheduling algorithms by 2-5% in node usage which implies in terms of cost savings which is the main reason for aiming for improved efficiency in resource allocation. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2, briefly describes the issue of resource scheduling in data centers and gives a well-focused account of the relevant literature in this area. It ends with a commentary on what is lacking in previous research, that existing methods cannot satisfy the need to ensure balanced resource utilization among multiple dimensions and that they also lack a description of the dependency relationship between resource request, occupied resources and remaining resources. This locates the problem that the proposed method is to solve. Section 3 gives a more formal description of the problem and introduces the relevant terminology. The model itself is developed in the Section 4, leading to the construction of several algorithms that implement different strategies for resource utilization.
In Section 5, the model is then tested against some popular current methods on selected performance metrics.
II. RELATED STUDIES
Research shows that the resource scheduling strategy directly affects resource utilization of the cloud data center. Implementing a multi-dimensional resource scheduling strategy with an appropriate level of granularity is of huge practical significance for the cloud data center [1] . Each resource request of an application service can be regarded as a set consisting of a multitude of requested resources of different types and quantities. The question is how to allocate the right set of resources to each application service so that the application service can run smoothly. This question can be regarded as a typical d-dimensional Vector Bin Packing (VBPd) problem based on multi-dimensional resource scheduling: Given a resource request set A = {A i |1 ≤ i ≤ n, A i = Apps.App_Info.ResReq, A i ∈ R d } which consists of a request of n application services (where Apps.App_Info.ResReq represents a resource request of the application service, R d indicates that the number of resource dimensions is d); divide each Apps A i in A into k sets I j (1 ≤ j ≤ k), put each set I j into one computing node, making sure that the sum of the requested resources in each dimension in each node is less than or equal to the sum of resources in the same dimension available in this particular computing node. The aim is to satisfy the resource demands of application services in A with the smallest possible number of nodes (k). In the cloud computing environment, CPU and memory resources are two typical computing resources that have attracted much attention. Kinger et al. proposed a resource scheduling algorithm for a cloud data center, which controls the operations of the application services according to a preset CPU utilization threshold [2] - [4] . The strategy can effectively improve CPU utilization thus reduce the number of computing nodes in the server cluster. Takouna et al. proposed a resource scheduling strategy focusing on improving memory resource utilization, also aiming at reducing the number of nodes in the server cluster of the data center [5] , [6] . As application services become more and more sophisticated, resource scheduling in the cloud data center has gone beyond the allocation of CPU and memory resources to include the efficient and proper allocation of network bandwidth, disk storage space, I/O read/write resources, and the number of threads and other resources, significantly improving the utilization of shared resources [7] , [8] .
In previous efforts to develop better resource scheduling strategies and algorithms, some researchers used single resource models, some subsumed various resources into a single resource model through weight labeling and conversion [9] - [11] , some tried to develop a strategy that allocates one-dimensional or multi-dimensional resources fairly among users [12] , [13] . The above studies only achieved limited success because the researchers changed the single dimension scheduling model to a multi-dimensional one in a simplistic way through the translation of constraints and ignored a number of factors including effective value ranges of the resources in each dimension, the balance between the resources of different dimensions within the node, and the complementary and independent relationships between different types of application services within the node (e.g. computation-intensive application services and I/O-intensive application services can be independent of each other in resource use).
As with research on the strategy for migrating or deploying virtual machines in the cloud data center, research on multidimensional resource scheduling strategy for deploying application services in the computing node also aims to improve resource utilization, that is, to satisfy the resource demands of the current applications with the fewest possible physical servers. Among the existing algorithms of multi-dimensional resource scheduling strategies, one type dominates: the simple heuristic algorithms based on a greedy strategy evolved from onedimensional resource scheduling. This type includes First Fit Algorithm (FF), First Fit Decreasing Algorithm (FFD), Best Fit Algorithm (BF), Best Fit Decreasing algorithm (BFD), Next Fit Algorithm (NF), Worst Fit Algorithm (WF), etc [14] - [17] . Many algorithms reported in recent years are improved versions of the FFD algorithm [16] , among which the following algorithms stand out with relatively good performance: FFDProd and FFDSum algorithms developed by Panigrahy et al. on the basis of FFD, which are two heuristic geometric algorithms suitable for largescale resource scheduling in cloud data centers [18] . Another is a heuristic algorithm based on the vector dot product proposed by Lee et al. which is also derived from the FFD algorithm. In this algorithm, the average amount of resources required by resource requests is represented as a weight. Then, from the candidate physical node set, the physical node with the largest value of vector dot product of the weight value, required amount of resources and the amount of remaining resources within the node is chosen as the node for placing the virtual machine [18] , [19] . Similar to the DP algorithm, the L2 algorithm, which is a norm-based algorithm, also delivers good results. Sait et al. proposed an evolutionary optimization method based on FFD_DP and FFD_L2 to solve the VBPd problem [20] . After analyzing the problems in the existing virtual machine placement strategy, Mishra et al. developed a new vectorbased resource scheduling model and related algorithm. Zhou et al. proposed a multidimensional resource scheduling strategy based on ratio sensing. Experiments show that this strategy outperforms traditional methods in terms of scheduling efficiency and node load balancing [21] .
Multidimensional resource scheduling looks set to prevail in cloud data centers. A sound multidimensional resource scheduling model is conducive to the construction of a control model that can effectively address a range of issues including resource utilization, allocation efficiency, energy cost (energy saving), node load balancing, and preventing resource competition among applications in the same node. The strategies produced by the effort to solve the VBPd problem are largely based on numerical calculation and therefore cannot satisfy the need to ensure balanced resource utilization among multiple dimensions. They also lack a description of the dependency relationship between resource request, occupied resources and remaining resources. As improved versions of FFD, these strategies center on solving the multidimensional linear planning problem with constraints, making little effort to measure the balance of resources use among applications within the same node and lacking the criteria for assessing the resource utilization of all dimensions as well as the overall resource utilization.
III. ESTABLISHING MODELS A. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM
The proposed resource scheduling strategy relies on computing nodes to respond to the resource requests of granular application services for various users. Each granular application service requires a minimum resource set for its normal operation, and a user's request is equivalent to the resource request of the application service.
Assume that the resource pool in the cloud data center is composed of n granular application containers (GAC). The GAC set is defined as: G = {g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g n }, g i ∈ G, g represents a GAC in the GAC model. The GAC which can be defined as a computing node occupies d kinds of resources such as CPU, memory, disk space, network bandwidth, I/O, etc. The resources occupied by each GAC are: R = {1, 2, . . . , d}, r ∈ R, r represents a resource within the GAC. The resource vector of each GAC is defined as:
g represents the amount of resources r in the dimension whose value is g. According to the resource application process performed by a granular application service, there are three definitions of basic resource models:
1) The model of allocated resources in the GAC (or computing node): the resources allocated to the granular application services in the GAC i.e. the resources occupied by the application services are:
, o r g represents the amount of allocated resource r in the dimension whose value is g.
2) The model of remaining resources in the GAC:
, represents the quantity of remaining resource r in the dimension whose value is g after allocation; and c g = o g + l g , that is:
3) Model of resource request by granular application service: A i represents the resource request vector corresponding to the ith granular application service. Assume there is a resource request set involving m granular application services 
. The optimal targets for resource scheduling in the GAC model include: (1) Optimal value of k i.e. minimum value of k; (2) Minimum cost. Utilization of resources in all dimensions will be considered during the optimization process, ensuring high utilization of the dominant resources.
B. MODEL AND DESCRIPTION
Under the condition of ignoring the dominant resources (i.e. ω i = ω j , (i, j ∈ R)), assume the solution of the problem is an n × m two-dimensional matrix T , in which n is the number of GACs (or computing nodes in the heterogeneous cloud data center) in the GAC model for cloud computing, m is the number of granular application services (tasks). The values of the elements in T are: when the corresponding A i is deployed in g j , the value is 1; otherwise the value is 0:
Let the function F(g j ) represent the state of g j in the GAC. When A i is deployed in g j , the value is 1; otherwise the value is 0. So, the function can be defined as:
Since the data center is a heterogeneous system, the O&M cost coefficient of g j of each GAC is g j , and the maximum available resource is c r g j , r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d},j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. The goal of the optimization is to minimize the cost. The corresponding optimization model is:
Subject to
The constraints in Equation (4) ensure that the resource requests of all granular application services deployed in g j should be less than or equal to the quantity of resources (c r g j ) owned by g j . Constraint Equation (5) ensures that all granular application services are deployed in the GAC. Constraint Equation (6) ensures that the deployed granular application services and the GACs running a task are assigned a value of 1.
The adoption of the application service deployment mode based on GAC makes it easy to virtualize the physical and system resources (threads, data, database links, etc.) in the server and put them into a unified resource pool (note: SDDC, the nextgeneration data center will also virtualize the physical resources in IaaS to meet the resource requests by application services). Therefore, all physical servers can be set with the same cost coefficient and GACs (or computing nodes) can be configured with the same quantity of resources, then
. . , d} where: c is a constant, and the resource in each dimension can be converted into a fixed constant c using the mapping function F T : For the resource request of the granular application service, the equivalent mapping conversion can be performed using Equation (7):
T , ∀r {1, 2, . . . , d} and ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} (8) After the above conversion, the VBPd problem based on multidimensional resource allocation discussed in this paper can be transformed using Equation (3) into:
∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} and ∀r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d} (10)
In real-world systems, the resource needs of granular application services are diverse, and the application types are mainly reflected by the dominant resources in the resource requests. For example, computation-intensive application services need a large amount of CPU but only a small amount of 88484 VOLUME 7, 2019 I/O, but the opposite is true for I/O-intensive application services. The application services with intensive network interactions need a large amount of CPU resource as well as I/O. A balance must be struck between all applications in the same node in terms of resource use during the resource allocation process so that the capacity of the physical servers can be fully exploited. As discussed in Section 2, the optimization strategy and algorithm proposed in references [14] - [22] cannot solve the above problems in real-world systems. This paper proposes a Multi-dimensional Quantized Polygon Complementarity Scheduling (MQPCS) algorithm which employs the Multilateral Complementarity Strategy (MCS) to realize efficient multi-dimensional resource scheduling in cloud data centers. 
IV. EXPLORING MCS A. THEORETICAL BASIS OF MCS
In the study of MCS, it is common practice to mark the dimension with the abscissa and the quantity with the ordinate. In the example of resource scheduling (m = 6, d = 4) shown in Figure 1 , a histogram-like data presentation is used. It is impossible to calculate the state of balanced allocation of the resources in all dimensions. In the exploration of balanced resource utilization among dimensions, references [22] and [23] propose to divide different balance degrees of resource allocation in the server into several classes using a simple classification method and use the classification system to choose the appropriate server. There are three problems associated with this approach: (1) There is no uniform quantitative criteria for the classification, so a fuzzy method would have to be used; (2) If the number of dimensions is d, then the number of classes is d!, which means the number of classes increases exponentially with the number of resource dimensions d; (3) It is impossible to determine the balance degree when the server enters a new state after resource allocation. Therefore, the optimal solution cannot be obtained when multiple options are available. The resource quantization description model is used to describe the above four types of resources, and the result is mapped onto a d-edged polygon (similar to a radar chart). (7). An example of RCP can be seen in Figure 2 .
As can be seen from the Definitions 1 and 2, the GAC resource capacity is equal to the sum of the allocated resources and the remaining resources, so PRM t=1 + PRM t=2 = RCP. Lemma 1 is proved. For example: Let j ∈ RCP, j = (4, 100); I 1 , I 2 ∈ PRM, I 1 = (4, {64, 71, 37, 34} , 1), I 2 = (4, {36, 29, 63, 66} , 2), then I 1100 = I 2 . As shown in Figure 4 , (a) is the quantized polygon of the resource requests of no. 1, 3, and 5 granular application services in the example of Figure 3 ; (b) is the quantized polygon of the allocated resources in g 1 after the deployment of the above three granular application services in g 1 (the description in the corresponding traditional research process can be seen in Figure 1 ; (c) is an instance of a quantized polygon about g 1 |c = 100, which is in a multilateral complementarity relationship with the quantized polygon in the graph (b). It can be seen from a comparison of (b) and (c) that compared with the corresponding regular d-edged polygon, the two polygons in the multilateral complementary relationship have opposite values on each resource axis. So, it is feasible to split the capacity polygon of each node into an allocated resource part and a remaining resource part, and use the PRM of the allocated resources to determine the resource allocation in each dimension (which is also the overall situation of resource use by the granular application services) and describe the resource utilization ratio between dimensions within the node.
With the defined PRM and node capacity polygon, the resource utilization ratio between dimensions can be presented according to the properties of a regular d-edged polygon making use of the multilateral complementarity relationship and relevant properties of geometric forms:
(1) present the ratio between resources in all dimensions in the three resource models (allocated resource, remaining resource and resource requests of application servers); (2) judge the degree of balance of resource utilization within the node according to the polygon of the occupied resources within the node; (3) use the polygon of remaining resources to fit with the resource request of the application service, and choose the most suitable application service to be deployed into the candidate node according to the fitting degree (or choose a suitable deployment node based on the analysis of the resource requests in the task flow).
In the server (node/GAC), when the utilization values of various resources are close to each other, this means resource utilization is well balanced. In this situation, the system delivers high performance and the resources are used in an efficient manner [21] - [24] . It can be seen from Definitions 1 and 2 that when the resource allocation and demand of each dimension are well balanced, the corresponding polygon is close to a d-edge regular polygon. Conversely, when the resource allocation and demand are not well balanced, some corners of the polygon protrude dramatically. Therefore, it is feasible to gauge the utilization of the resources in all dimensions according to the shape (inner angles) of the corresponding polygon of the PRM. 
Assume p is the quantized polygon corresponding to a known PRM instance -d-edged polygon (d ∈ {3, 4, . . . , D}). The smallest inner angle of p is denoted as Mia (p), then Mia (p) is less than or equal to BD d .
Proof: According to the Definition 4,
Since p is a d-edged polygon (d ∈ {3, 4, . . . , D}), using the properties of the polygon, then
Lemma 2 is proved. Two things can be said about the polygons of PRM and RCP: (1) The polygon provides a visual representation of utilization of resources in all dimensions; (2) The more unbalanced the resource utilization is between dimensions, the sharper the smallest inner angle of the polygon will be (0 ≤ Mia(p) ≤ BD d ). An exception is when resources in multiple dimensions in a node are exhausted, in which case the polygon cannot be formed and it will be reduced to segments and dots. In this case, the smallest inner angle is denoted as 0. It is also feasible to set threshold values, i.e. set the amount of resources to be reserved c min = c 0 , thus ensuring that the quantized polygon corresponding to each PRM instance is a d-edged polygon. Given the above facts, the minimum inner angle Mia(p) of the d-edged polygon (i.e, the quantized polygon corresponding to PRM or RCP quantized resource description model) can be used as a quantitative indicator of the balance of resource utilization across the dimensions within the node.
Definition 5: Balance of PRM resource utilization: Let I ∈ PRM , p is the quantized polygon corresponding to I. Use the minimum inner angle Mia (p) of p as the indicator of the degree of balance of the resource utilization of I, denoted as: Mia(p) I , or simplified asMia(I).
In this paper, Mia(p) I is the key indicator of the balance of resource utilization across dimensions, that is, the balance degree in resource utilization corresponding to the quantized polygon when I|t = 1. The second goal of optimization is to ensure that the resource utilization values in all dimensions reach the optimal balance within each GAC hosting granular application services.
Lemma 3:
, the resource utilization of I becomes more balanced.
Proof: Lemma 3 is proved. It can be seen from Definition 4 that Lemma 3 can easily be proved by the method of proof by contradiction using the characteristics of polygons.
In real-world operation, the normal functioning of the servers can be ensured in the following way: Set the amount of reserved resources c min = c 0 , the minimum value corresponding to the resources of each dimension in the quantized polygon can be set to c 0 , and make sure that the quantized polygon corresponding to the remaining resource model in the GAC can be formed, that is the minimum value point on the coordinate axis is O (c 0 , c 0 , . . . , c 0 ), when c 0 > 0, then
Lemma 4: Assume I ∈ PRM , when the minimum value point of the coordinate axis is O (c 0 , c 0 , . . . , c 0 ), and c 0 > 0, the resource utilization of I becomes more balanced as Mia(p) I increases.
Proof: When the minimum value point of the coordinate axis is O (c 0 , c 0 , . . . , c 0 ), and c 0 > 0, all ∀I ∈ PRM have corresponding quantized polygons, and 0 < Mia(p) ≤ BD d . VOLUME 7, 2019 It can be derived from Lemma 3 that the larger the value of Mia(p), the closer
Mia(p) I
BD d is to 1. In other words, the resource utilization of I becomes more balanced as Mia(p) I (i.e. Mia(I)) increases.
Thus Lemma 4 is proved. In order to establish a sound optimization model, it is necessary to conduct optimization in the following areas: (1) the number of nodes used; (2) the balance of resource utilization within the nodes and setting the corresponding weight.
In order to establish a sound optimization model, it is necessary to conduct optimization in the following areas: (1) the number of nodes used; (2) the balance of resource utilization within the nodes and setting the corresponding weight.
It can be derived from Lemma 3: When the amount of resources corresponding to the axis r 1 is c, and the amount of remaining resources corresponding to the adjacent two axes r 2 and r d is c 0 , the smallest minimum internal angle at this time is
When the amounts of resources corresponding to the axes r 1 , r 2 , r d are all equal to c, the largest minimum internal angle is P 1 P 2 P 3 = BD d . Since c, c 0 , d and the angle between the adjacent two axes (180/d) are all known constants, therefore W d is also a constant.
Denote W d as the cost weight corresponding to adding/activating a server (or computing node, or GAC) in the course of deploying granular application services. To further optimize the balance of resource utilization across dimensions within the node, denote p j as the quantized polygon corresponding to the remaining resource model in g j after the deployment of granular application services in g j . Then, Mia(p j ) is the minimum inner angle of this quantized polygon (i.e. the degree of balance of resource utilization within the node). Equation (9) of the VBPd mathematical description model based on multidimensional resource allocation can be rewritten as:
Lemma 5: Let I 1 , I 2 ∈ PRM , that is c RCP = c, and
Assume the resource axes corresponding to Mia(I 1 ) and Mia(I 2 ) of the quantized polygons I 1 , I 2 are r I 1 and r I 2 respectively. When r I 1 = r I 2 , after re-deployment of r I 1 or r I 2 on the basis of the current resources states of I 1 or I 2 , the resultant new state I 3 having the worst balance degree of resource utilization (most protruding) is still the resource axis corresponding to Mia(I 1 ) and Mia(I 2 ), that is, the resource axis corresponding to Mia(I 3 ) remains the same.
Proof: Since Mia(I 1 ) and Mia(I 2 ) are the smallest inner angels of the quantized polygonsI 1 , I 2 , the inner angle corresponding to the polygon r I 1 (or r I 2 ) of the new state I 3 after re-deployment is still the smallest inner angle, that is, the resource axis with worst balance degree (most protruding) in resource utilization in the state I 3 after re-deployment is still the one corresponding to Mia(I 1 ) and Mia(I 2 ).
It can be seen from Figure 6 that prior to integration, the smallest inner angles corresponding to those to be integrated I 1 , I 2 has two possible relations:
(1) Mia(I 1 ) = Mia(I 2 ) P 1 P 2 P 3 ∈ (Min (Mia (I 1 ) , Mia (I 2 )) , Max (Mia (I 1 ) , Mia (I 2 ))), as shown in Figure 6 (a);
(2) Mia (I 1 ) = Mia(I 2 )
, as shown in Figure 6 (b); 88488 VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 6. Schematic diagram of the change in minimum internal angle after integration of I 1 , I 2 .
Since the quantized polygon describes the ratio between the resource utilization of all dimensions, and Mia(I 1 ) and Mia(I 2 ) are the smallest inner angles of the quantized polygons I 1 , I 2 , then, after the integration of I 1 , I 2 , P 1 P 2 P 3 is the smallest inner angle of the quantized polygon (the proof is omitted), and the resource axis corresponding to the inner angle of the new state I 3 remains the same.
B. BASIC MECHANISMS AND APPLICATION ARCHITECTURE OF MCS
At this point, the basic characteristics of the quantized polygon resource model have been analyzed, the multilateral complementarity relationship has been defined, various aspects of the resource utilization balance have been explored, and the objective function of the VBPd problem based on multi-dimensional resource allocation has been obtained Equation (13) . Based on the above work, the MCS is taking shape. Its basic mechanisms are:
1) Making use of the multilateral complementarity relationship of PRM , the system will search for the resource request whose quantized polygon is similar to that of the remaining resources within the node in the set of candidate resource requests of application services. The key criterion in searching is that Mia(p) of the two resource requests correspond to the same resource axis. 2) Make use of Lemma 5 to determine whether the candidate resource request of the application service and the allocated resource within the node correspond to the same Mia(p) label. Identical labels indicates a complementarity conflict (which is not conducive to optimizing the resource with the worst balance within the node). The inconsistency of the labels indicates a complementarity harmony (which is conducive to optimizing the balance of allocated resources within the node); 3) After a node is selected from the candidate nodes to respond to the resource requests of the application services according to the definition of balance degree and its lemma, the quantized polygon corresponding to the allocated resources within the node has the highest balance degree. 4) Make use of the definition of balance degree to classify the quantized polygons according to resource types (i.e. grouping the polygons whose resource axes corresponding to Mia(p) have the same label into one category), and then integrate them using the multilateral complementarity relationship. 5) Make use of the definition of balance degree to sort the quantized polygons according to the balance degree.
The PRMs with the best or worst balance (the lower the balance degree, the worse the balance) should be treated at first. 6) Based on the analysis of the characteristics of the resource request sequence, an appropriate node capacity of c RCP = c can be set using Equation (7) and Equation (8), and the amount of reserved resource is c min = c 0 (usually c 0 = 1). These settings allow the quantized polygon to better reflect the resource utilization ratio of each dimension. In order to realize multi-dimensional resource scheduling based on MCS, MCS adopts a hierarchical application architecture consisting of the following three layers: Input Layeruser-oriented task cache queue (the tasks arrive either in the form of a task flow, task batches or discrete tasks); Resource Scheduling Layer-the core business implementation layer responsible for performing the analysis, information storage and task execution according to the multilateral complementary strategy; Output Layer-the cloud computing environment based on the GAC model. Figure 7 depicts the MCS application architecture. The Resource Scheduling Layer is the VOLUME 7, 2019 core component of the MCS application architecture, which is composed of three functional modules: 1) MCS Analyzer: Constructs PRM according to the resource requests of the granular application services, and accomplishes the conversion between model and quantized polygon (MQP Converter) using the corresponding mapping functions (Equations 7 and 8 ) and the initial configuration; calculates the balance degree of PRM using the balance calculator, and labels the resource axis corresponding to the minimum inner angle of the MQP; exploits the characteristics of MCS and performs classification according to the resource axis and resource dimension (the resource dimension of the resource request may vary in real-world application); finally, serializes the MQP information for the purpose of rapid searching and application of MQP, including the tasks of weighting (weights of dominant resources), sorting, indexing, and so on. 2) PRM Information Database: The database stores various types of information on PRM . There are three types information of PRM and MQP: resource requests, the MQP information corresponding to the allocated resources within the node (remaining resources within the node) and the resources owned by application services in the system as well as the corresponding index information (MQP Indexer); 3) Quantized Polygon Complementarity Scheduler (MQPCS): Based on the results produced by the MCS analyzer and the data in the PRM database, MQPCS deploys the granular application services into the target GACs or the nodes according to the MCS policy. The scenarios for implementing multi-dimensional resource scheduling include: (1) Static: When the resource requests of the application services arrive in batches, MQPCS uses the least number of nodes to respond to all resource requests and makes the resource utilization within the node as balanced as possible; (2) Dynamic: When the resource requests arrive in a discrete manner, MQPCS chooses the nodes which have sufficient resources and is expected to reach the optimal balance after deployment of these nodes; (3) Migration + integration: When the system performance monitor detects that the resource utilization values of a certain number of nodes fall below the lower limit, MQPCS migrates the application services in these nodes to other nodes so as to save energy and reduce cost.
C. MULTI-DIMENSIONAL RESOURCE SCHEDULING ALGORITHM BASED ON MULTILATERAL COMPLEMENTARITY (MC-MDRS ALGORITHM)
The quantized polygon MQP corresponding to can obtain three types of information during the process of multidimensional resource scheduling:
1) The MQP of the resource request of each granular application service contains the demand of the application service for the resources in each dimension. The dominant resources can be revealed from the internal angle of the MQP (the smaller the inner angle of the corresponding axis, the more unbalanced the resource demands are); 2) The MQP of the allocated resources of each GAC/computing node reveals the amount of allocated resources and the degree of compatibility of the application services within the node (the degree of compatibility between application service types is essentially the balance of resource utilization within the node); 3) The multilateral complementarity relationship between the MQP of the remaining resources within an individual GAC/computing node and the MQP of the allocated resources within the same GAC/computing node reveals the characteristics of the optimally selected MQP. On the basis of the analysis of the basic characteristics of the quantized polygon MQP corresponding to PRM , this paper proposes an MQPCS algorithm for the optimization of Equation (13) , using the MCS to realize multi-dimensional resource scheduling in cloud data centers.
The quantized polygon MQP corresponding to PRM is a d (d ≥ 3)-edged polygon, which is denoted as p: Using r (r = {1, 2, . . . , d}) to label the corresponding resource axes in a clockwise sequence, the inner angle corresponding to each axis in p is denoted as γ r , use |y r | to represent the length of the resource axis r (quantization value); CA d represents the angle between two adjacent resource axes r and (r + 1) (the central angle), CA • Relevant information about the component triangle
• The minimum inner angle of p (balance degree of PRM ):
• Acquire r Mia . and sort r by the ascending order of γ r . In order to improve the efficiency of resource scheduling and minimize the computing load of the scheduling server, it is necessary to perform data pre-processing to generate the functional antecedents of the PRM model, that is, the PRM model is generated by the client when the resource request is made, and the relevant information is calculated and submitted to the scheduling server. The pseudo code for Calculate_prm in the PRM model is given in Algorithm 1. During the process of multi-dimensional resource scheduling, Algorithm 1 Calculate_prm will be called when the system calculates the PRM model information and the information of the PRM model of the remaining resources in the new state. 10: prm.mia = min(prm.intera[]); 11: prm.rmia = get r (prm.mia); 12: sort(prm.intera []); 13: end for 14: return prm; //End Calculate_prm
2) d(d ≥ 3)-dimension resource scheduling algorithm based on MCS
Obtaining the optimal solution of Equation (13) is an NP-hard problem, so this paper proposes a heuristic algorithm-MQPCS-for its solution. MQPCS is a strategy library for d(d ≥ 3)-dimension resource scheduling. In the following, different scheduling algorithms based on MQPCS will be proposed, and the experimental results of these algorithms will be presented, compared and analyzed. In this paper, each algorithm is named MQP_''x'', where x can be any letter to represent the different strategies. Different algorithms suit different application scenarios.
• MQP_B The MQP_B strategy specifies that under the condition of no conflict under MCS, the task with the worst balance (i.e. the smallest Mia(p)) will be given priority, and the node with the least remaining resources will be given priority. When multiple tasks (i.e. resource requests of granular application services) arrive in batch mode, the one with the worst balance will be assigned first (i.e. the presented packages I of thePRM model are sorted in ascending order of the balance degree Mia(p), and the tasks are assigned one by one in this order). When selecting a GAC (or computing node) for assigning the task, the guideline to be observed is that r Mia of the resource request model is not in conflict with the axis corresponding to the largest inner angle of the remaining resource p within the node (according to the definition of MCS, the axis corresponding to the largest inner angle of the remaining resource p within the node corresponds to the least amount of remaining resource, which can be regarded as a bottleneck resource). Thus, the node with least remaining resource and free of resource conflict is chosen to accept the task. In the case of conflict, the next node with least remaining resource which is free of resource conflict is chosen. The pseudo code of MQP_B is given in Algorithm 2. 13: gac []=new GAC(c,d); 14: plancement(prm, g); // prm has been placed in g 15: Flag=true; //End else 16: end if 17: end while 18 The MQP_B strategy fits the scenario in which the application services are deployed statically for processing resource requests arriving in batches. To save energy and O & M (Operation and Maintenance) costs, it is also advisable to use MQP_B when integrating servers. Please note that measures should be taken to prevent the occurrence of too many identical resource requests so that this strategy can work effectively, because identical resource requests will cause conflict. Example: Assume that there are 5-dimensions of resource requests from 11 granular application services. The MQP corresponding to each PRM (p1-p11 shown in Figure 9 ) is deployed in a GAC with a resource capacity of 12 in each dimension. The specific resource request information is shown in Table 1 . Example of application: According to the MQP_B strategy, the balance degree of the 5dimensional resource requests of the above 11 granular application services in ascending order is as follows: p5, p8, p1, p10, p6, p7, p3, p11, p4, p2, p9. The deployment process is: According to the principle of giving priority to the request with the worst balance, the order of task assignment is: p5, p8, p1, p10, p6, p7, p3, p11, p4, p2, p9; As shown in Table 2 , the steps for assigning the tasks one by one are: The result is that a total of 3 node instances are used. They are: Gac 1 {p5, p8, p1, p4, p9}, utilization = 100%; Gac 2 {p10, p6, p3}, utilization = 100%; Gac 3 {p7, p11, p2}, utilization = 100%;
Algorithm 2 MQP_ B(
• MQP_N On the premise of maintaining a balanced MCS, the MQP_N strategy assigns in sequence the tasks with the worst balance to the started nodes, ensuring the best balance in remaining resources in the PRM between the nodes assigned with tasks. In the case of static deployment, the resources in all dimensions demanded by the resource requests arriving in batches are accounted for and Equation (25) is used to calculate the minimum number of started nodes according to the standard capacity of GAC.
In the case of dynamic deployment, the system takes the started GAC nodes with remaining resources as the candidate nodes and assigns the tasks in ascending order of balance degree of the resource requests. Among the candidate nodes, those expected to achieve the best balance in remaining resources after deployment will be chosen to accept tasks. If no suitable nodes are available, new nodes will be included in the process until the current batch of tasks is completely assigned. The pseudo code for MQP_N is given in Algorithm 3. The MQP_N strategy is suitable for both static and dynamic deployment scenarios in which the resource requests arrive in batches or discretely. It also can be used in server consolidation to ensure the balanced utilization of server resources. Example of application: According to the MQP_N strategy, the sequence of assigning the 5-dimensional resource requests of the above 11 granular application services is as follows: p5, p8, p1, p10, p6, p7, p3, p11, p4, p2, p9. The result is: Gac 1 {p5, p6, p4}, the average utilization of the resources in all dimensions = 71.7%; Gac 2 {p7, p11, p2}, utilization = 100%; Gac 3 {p8, p3}, utilization = 58.3%; Gac 4 {p1, p10, p9}, utilization = 70%;
• MQP_T Under the premise of maintaining MCS balance in the node, the MQP_T strategy seeks to achieve optimally balanced resource requests of application services in the node after a number of granular application services are chosen from the candidate set and assigned to appropriate nodes. The MQP_T strategy supports two modes of task assignment: static and dynamic. a) Static assignment In the static assignment mode, the system assigns the resource requests arriving in batch mode, one by one, to the active nodes. The criterion for selecting resource requests is that the remaining resource model PRM is expected to achieve optimal balance after deployment. If no resource requests can be assigned to any currently available nodes, a new node will be included in the process to handle the remaining resource requests. b) Dynamic assignment As the threads of the granular application services on the nodes are completed and cleared, the remaining resource in each node increases. The nodes will be ranked in ascending order of the remaining resource. When a new batch of resource requests arrive, they are ranked according to their resource demand and assigned to a node, one by one, in ascending order of resource demand, resulting in an optimal balance of remaining resources. The pseudo code for MQP_T is given in Algorithm 4. if (task_selected) then 8: plancement(task_selected, g);
Algorithm 4 MQP_T (
move(task_selected); //Move the task from the wait queue 10: else 11: g = newGAC(c, d); 12: plancement(prm, g); 13: move(prm); 14: end if 15 The MQP_T strategy gives priority to the most suitable tasks. During the dynamic assignment process, if both the numbers of resource requests arriving in batch and the nodes with remaining resources are relatively large, it is necessary to use an optimization algorithm to improve the efficiency of the assignment (this topic is beyond the scope of this article). Example: According to the MQP_T strategy, the sequence of assigning the 5-dimensional resource requests to the 11 granular application services shown in Table 1 is as follows: p4, p9, p2, p3, p11, p7, p1, p10, p8, p5, p6. The result is: Gac 1 {p4, p9, p2, p3}, the average utilization rate of the resources in all dimensions = 95%; Gac 2 {p11, p7}, utilization = 73.3%; Gac 3 {p1, p10, p8}, utilization = 73.3%; Gac 4 {p5, p6}, utilization = 58.3%;
• MQP_BT Developed on the basis of MQP_B and MQP_T, the MQP_BT strategy is used for deploying granular application services. The deployment process is divided into two steps. First, the pre-deployment, based on MQP_B, will set up the deployment scheme which is expected to result in resource utilization of over 95% at the nodes after deployment. The resource requests involved in this scheme will be deleted first, and then the remaining resource requests will be assigned according to the MQP_T strategy.
• MQP_B_DP As with the MQP_BT strategy, the deployment process involves MQP_B and DP (a heuristic algorithm based on the vector dot product, DP-Dot Product [18] , [19] ) strategies.
V. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. RELEVANT ALGORITHMS AND PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
In order to analyze the performance of MC-MDRS algorithms, this paper uses the most widely used algorithms as examples. They are:
1) FFDProd algorithm [18] , [19] Let I i represent a d-dimensional resource request. The FFDProd algorithm assigns the resource requests to the nodes one by one in descending order of the value produced by Equation (26):
2) FFDAvg Sum algorithm [18] , [19] Let a i represent the weight of the i-th dimension, to be calculated with Equation (27) .
I l i Represents a d-dimensional resource request. The FFDAvgSum algorithm assigns the resource requests to the nodes one by one in descending order of the value produced by Equation (28):
3) DP (Dot-Product) algorithm [18] , [19] Let r(t) represent the vector of remaining resources in each dimension within the node at time t. The rest of the symbols are the same as those used by the FFDAvgSum algorithm. The DP algorithm assigns the resource request that allows Equation (29) to produce the largest value to the node: 4) Norm-based algorithm, L2 algorithm [14] , [18] , [19] The symbols used in the L-2 algorithm are the same as those used in the DP algorithm. The L-2 algorithm assigns the resource request that allows Equation (30) to produce the largest value to the node:
As this article is focused on static deployment scenarios, the key performance indicators to be compared are:
1) The number of nodes needed in the deployment (M ), tested with the same set of test data. The smaller the number of nodes needed, the more capable is the resource scheduling algorithm in improving the utilization of resources. 2) As the number of nodes used by each scheduling algorithm varies, it is difficult to compare the balance of resource utilization of the algorithms. This paper uses the coefficient of variation of each resource scheduling algorithm as an indicator for comparing the overall performance of the algorithms in balanced resource utilization. Let v r g represent the amount of allocated resource r in g, q r g is the utilization of resource r in g (which= 
3) The time consumption S of the resource scheduling algorithm.
B. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
In the experiment, each resource scheduling algorithm is tested using data sets of randomly generated resource request sequences. To reduce the effect of random variation, 30 independent tests were performed for each input case (total sets=8), and the results were averaged. The experiment was carried out on a hardware platform with an Intel I7-3770 (dual-core) CPU and 8 GB of memory.
The generation of the test data sets: The data sets of resource request sequences used in the experiment were generated based on two modes of distributions: uniform distribution U (α, β) and normal distribution N (µ, σ 2 ). Since different resource requests correspond to the needs of different granular applications, the resource requests in different dimensions are not correlated. Therefore, the data sets of requests for different types of resources are distributed independently of each other.
The data sets used in the actual test cases are shown in Table 3 :
The MC-MDRS algorithms analyze the degree of balance based on the ratio of the allocated resource to requested resource in each dimension, but only one inner angle of the quantized polygon is used to assess the balance. Therefore, in the analysis involving a large number (d ≥ 7) of dimensions, the balance degree assessed based on a single inner angle of the quantized polygon may not reflect the situation accurately. Therefore, it is advisable to modify the constitution of the balance degree information package when analyzing resources allocation involving a large number of dimensions so that the resource allocation ratio can be assessed with higher accuracy. Regarding the scenarios of deploying granular application services in GAC, the experiment was focused on scenarios of 3 ≤ d ≤ 6 based on the considerations of practical needs and the length of the article.
1) COMPARISON OF NODE USAGE
In the experiment, FFDProd, FFDAvgSum, DP, L2, MQP_BT, MQP_N and MQP_T were used as the multidimensional resource scheduling algorithms. The input cases R1-R8 shown in Table 3 were used as instances of resource requests. The number of nodes needed by each algorithm in the input cases R1-R8 were obtained and the results are shown in Table 4 .
The MQP_B_DP algorithm mentioned earlier is a multidimensional resource scheduling algorithm which uses the resource scheduling method based on multilateral complementarity strategy to perform the first-round resource allocation and then perform a second-round iteration. As this algorithm is based on DP, it is not appropriate to compare it with other algorithms in the experiment because the number of nodes in the input cases R1-R8 is less than or equal to that required by DP. The comparison of average node usage between data sets is shown in Figure 10 .
An experiment was carried out to test the average node usage by several algorithms on input cases R1-R8 under the conditions of 3 ≤ d ≤ 6 and m = 1000, with both uniform distribution and normal distribution of resource requests in each dimension. The L2 algorithm, which is known to be a reliable algorithm and is widely used in data centers is used as the reference algorithm. Figure 11 and Figure 12 provide a visual comparison of the improvement in node usage achieved by several algorithms (experimented on data input cases R1-R8) using L2 as the reference algorithm. Figure 13 shows the comparison of the improvement in overall average performance achieved by several multidimensional resource scheduling algorithms (experimented on data input cases R1-R8) using L2 as a reference algorithm.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the experimental results as shown in the above tables and figures:
1) It can be seen from the node usage data that the resource scheduling algorithms that used least nodes in the experiment with the input cases R1-R8 belong to the MC-MDRS algorithm class (MQP_BT, MQP_B, MQP_N and MQP_T). As the MQP_BT algorithm adopts a two-stage iteration mode and incorporates the strengths of the greedy strategy which is based on balancing conflict and resource request priority, it excelled in the input cases R3-R5. MQP_B and MQP_T lagged behind MQP_BT in performance. They used the least number of nodes in the experiment on input cases (R1, R7) and another experiment on input cases (R6, R8). The MQP_N algorithm delivered the lowest performance. As MQP_N is focused on the balance degree within the node and does not use the greedy strategy to make adjustments during the deployment of granular application services, its performance is the worst among the MCMDRS algorithms. VOLUME 7, 2019
FIGURE 12.
Comparison of improvement in node usage achieved by several algorithms (experimented on input cases R5-R8) using L2 as the reference algorithm.
FIGURE 13.
Comparison of overall improvement in average node usage (experimented on the input cases of R1-R8).
2) The MC-MDRS algorithm uses the balance degree obtained by analyzing the quantized polygons as the basis for evaluation. The experimental results show that it delivered a substantial improvement in performance when the node resources were relatively large (that is, c RCP is 3-5 times the requested resources). For example, in the test on R3, c RCP was about 3.5 times the requested resources and it outperformed the L2 algorithm by 5.39%. In comparison, MQP_B and MQP_N outperformed L2 by 1.8% in the test on R1, and 2.2% in the test on R2. Overall, MQP_B and MQP_BT achieved the best performance on the input cases R1-R8. This demonstrates the strength of the MC-MDRS algorithms in handling granular resource requests, proving that they can meet the requirements of multi-dimensional resource scheduling in a GAC model. 3) As the MC-MDRS algorithms proposed in this paper only use one angle of the quantized polygon (i.e. the minimum interior angle) to assess the balance degree, they cannot handle 2-dimensional resource scheduling. However, the inner angle of the quantized polygon is not always an accurate indicator of balance degree; this type of algorithm only performs well in tests with resources of 3, 4 and 5 dimensions. For example, they showed an obvious advantage on R2-R5. MQP_BT outperformed L2 by 5.39%, 2.49% and 3.88% on R3, R4 and R5, respectively, but only 1.23% on R6. As can be seen from the data in Table 5 , MQP_B and MQP_N performed best on 3D (R1 and R2). 4) When tested on input cases R1-R6 (uniform distribution) and input cases R7-R8 (normal distribution) under the condition of 3 ≤ d ≤ 6, the overall performance of the MC-MDRS algorithms are superior to L2 which is regarded as the best one among the widely used multidimensional resource scheduling algorithms (as shown in Figure 13 , L2 outperforms FFDProd, FFDAvgSum and DP by 0.01%, 0.23% and 0.24%, respectively). As shown in Figure 11 to Figure 13 , the average performance improvements achieved by the algorithm when tested on R1-R8 are: 2.21% for MQP_BT, 1.66% for MQP_B, 1.74% for MQP_N, and 2.03% for MQP_T. 5) The MC-MDRS algorithms are only suitable for resource scheduling for granular application services under the condition of 3 ≤ d ≤ 6 because of its two major shortcomings: 1) the indicator of balance degree used by the algorithms is not always accurate; 2) they require a relatively large node capacity. To improve the performance and application scope of this type of algorithm, it is necessary to further explore the balance degree indicator of the quantized polygon.
2) EVALUATION USING REAL TRAFFIC TRACE
To verify the validity of the algorithm's allocation to computer nodes in the actual task flow, we use a real traffic trace with large set of data from the Google cluster dataset [25] to run in the MultiRECloudSim [26] platform by testing and comparing with the scheduling algorithms commonly used in current data centers for nodes usage.
1) The corresponding pretreatment data sets
• The configuration of server cluster: Configurations of servers and its composition in one of Google's clusters are shown in the first three columns of Table 6 [27]. CPU and memory units in each server are normalized to the maximum machine which is scaled to 1. Since the scheduling algorithms that we want to evaluate are deal with multidimensional resource 3 ≤ d ≤ 6, we use an analog sampling methods to add two types of resources: the storage and the bandwidth of the network (The last two columns of Storage and NetBW shown in the Table 6 ), which are also normalized in range [0, 1] . The configuration of server cluster which we select randomly in our experiment is shown in Table 6 .
• Task sequence/resource request sequence:
We select the tasks with non-production priority and eventually completing successfully without stopping in a life-cycle after it had been submitted into the cluster. We filtered the dataset to obtain about 1 million this kind of tasks which shown in Figure 14 as the arrival task sequence [28] . Since each task has resource requirements, the task sequence can be considered as a resource request sequence. Based on the requirements of the amount of CPU and memory, the requirements amount of disk storage and bandwidth of network are added by analog sampling method into the sequence, which has been used as the experiment work-flow in the platform of MultiRECloudSim.
2) Results and analysis
To analysis the performance of the number of computer nodes required for the actual task sequence deal with different algorithms, the L2 algorithm is used as a reference for defining a performance metric-Nodes Used Ratio(NUR) to compare the performance of an algorithm [29] . The NUR can be formulated as:
where n A t is the number of computing nodes used by the algorithm of A(A = {FFDProd, FFDAvg, . . .}) in time slot t, n L2 t is the number of servers used by the L2 algorithm in time slot t. The NUR result changing with the time t (about 40 hours) by conduct the simulation using the real trace shown in Figure 14 and the server cluster shown in Table 6 from the MultiRECloudSim platform is shown in Figure 15 . Obviously, comparing to the L2 algorithm, smaller NUR value indicates higher performance of the number of servers used. Observing the curves shown in Figure 15 , the curves of the algorithm of MQP_BT and MQP_T are basically under the curve corresponding to L2 with the Max(NUR MQP_BT ) < 1 and Max(NUR MQP_T ) < 1. It indicates that the node utilization performances of these two algorithms are the best amount of the algorithms used in the simulation. The statistical analyses of the nodes used ratio of different algorithm from the results in Figure 15 are demonstrated with a box plot shown in Figure 16 . As shown in Figure 16 , 25% to 75% of the NUR values obtaining from the algorithms based on the strategy of MQP are less than 1, and all of the NUR values of the MQP_BT and MQP_T are less than 1 with the mean values Mean(NUR MQP_BT ) = 0.9705 and Mean(NUR MQP_T ) = 0.9623. Analysis of the experimental results indicates that these two algorithms outperforms L2 algorithm by the mean value of 3 − 4% in node utilization. It is further verified that the algorithms based on the strategy of MQP are the best and most effective among the various multi-dimensional resource scheduling algorithms mentioned in the paper for the task sequence shown in Figure 14 with multidimensional d = 4. Since different types of resource requirements submitted to the system can be combined to form a complementary state (see the Definition 3 in Section 4, e.g. CPU-intensive tasks and memoryintensive tasks can be defined as resources requested complementary tasks.), the algorithms based on MQP strategy can effectively reduce resource fragmentation caused by unreasonable resource allocation process, and can legitimately integrate the complementary tasks effectively. Thereby, it will improve the utilization of resources in nodes and reduce the usage of computing nodes. 
3) ASSESSMENT OF RESOURCE UTILIZATION AND PERFORMANCE STABILITY
In this paper, the coefficient of variation CV is used as the basis for evaluating the resource utilization and overall performance stability of the MC-MDRS algorithms. As the input cases R1-R8 differ from each other in resource demand in each dimension (as is also the case in real-world application) and different algorithms require different numbers of nodes, it is difficult to evaluate the overall performance of the algorithms. This paper focuses on the coefficient of variation CV r = CV PR in the scheduling of dominant resources (i.e. the resources with the largest demands) and the average coefficient of variation in the scheduling of all resources and uses Equations (31) and (32) for statistical comparison.
As the values of CV PR and CV g decrease, the overall resource utilization and performance stability increases.
1) Coefficient of variation CV PR in scheduling dominant resources Resource scheduling tests were performed on the experimental data sets listed in Table 3 using algorithms FFDProd, FFDAvgSum, DP, L2, MQP_BT, MQP_B, MQP_N and MQP_T. The resource utilization of each node after resource scheduling was calculated and recorded. The resource with the biggest demand was identified and taken as the dominant resource. The coefficient of variation of resource utilization in this dimension is used as the basis for assessing the stability of the scheduling of the dominant resource. Table 6 shows the statistical results of the coefficient of variation CV PR of the dominant resource utilization on R1-R8. Figure 17 is a visual representation of the scheduling coefficient of variation CV PR of the dominant resource utilization generated by each algorithm. It can be seen from Table 7 and Figure 17 that:
• The MC-MDRS algorithms as a group performed well in the dominant resource utilization scheduling: In R1-R8, MQP_N achieved CV PR = 15.33% on R3 (an improvement of 15%), about 11% on R2, and 7-8% on the other input cases. • When the resource requests were of uniform distribution, the MC-MDRS algorithm outperformed the other reference algorithms in both dominant resource utilization scheduling and stability. On R1, R2, R3, R5 and R6, MQP type resource scheduling algorithms achieved the smallest CV PR (%) : 4.95% (MQP_N), 10.19% (MQP_N), 6.01% (MQP_T), 5.18% (MQP_B) and 6.01% (MQP_T). Most of their coefficient of variation values were in the range 7-10%, this is less than those of the other algorithms.
• When the resource requests were of normal distribution, the MC-MDRS algorithm underperformed in comparison to the other algorithms in overall stability and performance, but all of their coefficient of variation values were below 11%.
2) Average coefficient of variation CV g of resource scheduling
The average coefficient of variation CV g of the resource utilization scheduling obtained under each algorithm is derived by analyzing the resource utilization data of each node. The results are shown in Table 8 . Figure 18 is a visual representation of the data on the average coefficient of variation CV g of resource utilization scheduling under each algorithm. An analysis of the data on the average coefficient of variation CV g of resource utilization scheduling obtained under each algorithm leads to the following conclusions:
• The MC-MDRS algorithms only slightly outperform the FFD algorithm in the overall stability of resource utilization. This is attributable to the nature of MC-MDRS. As MC-MDRS uses the balance degree obtained by analyzing the quantized polygon as the basis for evaluation, it focuses on the scheduling of dominant resources and ignores the utilization of other resources, resulting in a relatively large variation in the overall resource utilization.
• When only a small number of resource dimensions (3D, 4D) are available for resource scheduling and the resource requests are normally distributed, the MC-MDRS algorithms show the best stability in resource utilization on R7 and R8 i.e. having the smallest values of the coefficient of variation: 12.11% (MQP_B), 13.73% (MQP_N) (all below 15%). In comparison, the non-MQP algorithms have coefficients of variation greater than 15%.
4) COMPARISON OF RUN TIME
In order to compare the execution speed of the algorithms, each algorithm was tested in the following ways: 1) test the algorithm run time when the number of resource requests m = 1000 and the number of dimensions vary in the range VOLUME 7, 2019 . Figure 19 shows the data on algorithm run times acquired in the experiment. It can be seen from Figure 19 that the run time of the algorithm increases as the number of resource dimensions and resource requests increase. As the MC-MDRS algorithms need to analyze the quantized polygon corresponding to each resource request or the remaining/allocated resource within the node and calculate the indicators such as balance degree of the quantized polygon, they require a significant amount of computing resources. As the numbers of dimensions and resource requests increase, this requirement increases exponentially. As this part of computing has not yet been optimized using measures like parallel processing, the MC-MDRS algorithms deliver the lowest time performance among all the algorithms. Further work is needed to optimize the processing to improve its time performance.
VI. CONCLUSION
A resource description model based on the quantitative polygon has been presented, the theoretical basis of MCS has been explored, the basic mechanisms and application framework for implementing MCS have been analyzed, and finally, a multi-dimensional resource scheduling algorithm based on multilateral complementarity-MQP has been proposed to meet the resource scheduling requirements during the deployment of granular application services in which the application services make multidimensional (3 ≤ d ≤ 6) resource requests to the GAC. Experiments were carried out to compare the performance of the MQP algorithm and other algorithms based on a greedy strategy and the vector dot product (FFDProd, FFDAvgSum, DP, L2, etc.), with the aim of verifying the effectiveness of the MQP algorithm in multi-dimensional resource scheduling. An analysis of experimental results demonstrates that the MQP algorithm enables efficient resource scheduling to respond effectively to the resource requests of granular application services, and accomplish the deployment of granular application services that arrive in batches. The MQP algorithm proves to be suitable for the deployment of small-granular application services and outperforms other multi-dimensional resource scheduling algorithms by 2-5% in node usage. Despite its deficiencies in resource utilization, stability and time performance, this algorithm can meet the requirements of the GAC model. Further research is needed to improve this algorithm.
We present a multi-dimensional resource scheduling algorithm based on multilateral complementarity (MC-MDRS algorithm), and it mainly considers and optimizes the performance of node usage, resource utilization and overall performance stability. In subsequent research, in order to further improve the performance of the MQP strategy resource scheduling, it is also necessary to consider improving the performance of the entire system, such as the throughput of the system, the average response time of the task, the waiting time of the task, and the waiting queue-length. Therefore, we will add the ''duration of tasks'' as an important evaluation metric to the MQP-based scheduling strategy to obtain better performance and increase the throughput of the system. 
